[Toxicity and cytokine-inducing activity of lipopolysaccharide of virulent Yersinia pestis 231 strain].
Determine correlation between toxicity and cytokine inducing activity of parent and conformation modified forms of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) of virulent Yersinia pestis strain. LPS was isolated by phenol method from Y. pestis 231 cells grown at 37 degrees C (LPS37). LPS37 was modified by "mice" toxin (MT) Y. pestis. Toxicity was controlled in mice. TNFalpha and IFNgamma cytokine production was determined by enzyme immunoassay. The study was performed in human monocytes U-937 cell line. TLR4 re-stimulation was performed after activation of monocytes by S-LPS and R-LPS of Escherichia coli. LPS37 conformation change of virulent Y. pestis 231 strain during formation of complex with "mice" toxin increases its toxicity for animals by 2 times. LPS37 and LPS37-MT induce TNFalpha and IFNgamma synthesis by human monocytes. LPS37 simultaneously activates MyD88-dependent as well as MyD88-independent signal pathways. Modified LPS37-MT form is a strong activator only of MyD88-dependent pathway and thereafter induces synthesis of predominately one of the cytokines--TNFalpha. Monocyte response to primary and recurrent activation by LPS37 and LPS37-MT corresponds to R- and S-LPS E. coli cytokine response profile. A direct correlation between toxicity of LPS37 and LPS37-MT and their TNFalpha-inducing activity was demonstrated in the study. LPS37 and LPS37-MT of Y. pestis 231 differentially activates TLR4 signal pathways of human monocytes.